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it goes over the top and attempts to distract the audience with
gore rather than engross them with a suspenseful plot. The
characters as well begin acting in ludicrous fashion. They step
outside without even a helmet, stick their exposed faces at
unknown organisms and simply treating the expedition like
their on a picnic. Whatever tension that was set up is immedi-
ately lost as the plot starts relying on the crew making the
most asinine of decisions one after the other. 

The story then shifts into tying up the loose ends of
'Promethus' by re-introducing us to David, the sole survivor
from the previous movie. Like 'Aliens 3', this franchise can't
seem to keep its interesting characters around and cheaply
disposes of Dr Elizabeth Shaw with a ham-fisted 'she died in
between movies' excuse. David for that matter, is given a
much more pivotal role and Michael Fassbender hits both
David and Walter his identical android from the Covenant
squarely out of the park. It's a riveting performance and even
though I disliked how integral he becomes to the entire foun-
dation of the Alien universe, I can't deny that Fassbender cre-
ated a great character in the process. Some intriguing back-
story is revealed here but is a hit-and-a-miss both logically and
in the overall plot structure. The new Neomorph also shows
up but its screen time is short-lived. It's a strange but bland

creature and shares the Xenomorphs subpar CGI. They honest-
ly looked better in 1986.  

The third and last act of the film is so trivial and unnec-
essary I'm struggling to see why I should even bother even
acknowledging it here. It shoe-horns both an anti-climactic
threat and a super obvious 'twist' ending which should
have been completely reworked or just left on the cutting
room floor. 

So where does this leave 'Alien: Covenant' both on its
own and in terms for the rest of the franchise? Ultimately,
it's a needless sequel to a lacklustre movie that had every
right being better than it turned out to be. 'Covenant' is a
more gripping, all-together better film than 'Prometheus',
one that fans and non-fans will enjoy to varying degrees.
Questions and theories still remain lingering and in some
cases are left more convoluted than they were before.But
there are those that enjoy that side of the Alien franchise so
I can't blame Ridley Scott for sticking to those guns. As a
massive, long-time fan of the original and sequel, I left with
a bitter-sweet taste in my mouth. The franchise remains
swimming in a pool of mediocrity but maybe after all this
time - a dim hope might have been reborn. 


